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Abstract

We present results about classes of pre�lters that may result in similar model
estimates by use of the classical least�squares prediction error identi�cation methods�
It will be seen that pre�lters belonging to a particular class have identical transfer
function moduli� We also address the issue of a possibly best pre�lter within such
equivalent classes� The result we obtain actually advocates for pre�lters having the
shortest extended impulse response �de�ned even for IIR pre�lters��

Keywords � pre�lters� least�squares estimates� prediction identi�cation

� Introduction

Black�box system identi�cation deals with the estimation of parametric models for dy�
namical systems based on input�to�output �I�O� data measured on these systems during
particular operating conditions�
In linear system identi�cation� one often postulates a particular relation between the sys�
tem input and output measurements in terms of linear operators and output corrupting
perturbations� i�e�

y�t� � G��q�u�t� �H��q�e�t� �	�

where u�t� and y�t� respectively denote the input and output of the system while e�t�
stands for perturbation samples� e�g� out of a white noise process with bounded moments�
The dynamics of the system lies in the linear operators G��q� and H��q� that are called
the I�O and noise�to�output �N�O� system dynamics� Here� we only consider discrete
time dynamics so that these operators are digital �lters �	�� As no closed loop system
con�guration will be considered� we will assume these �lters to be stable� Furthermore�
note that H��q� is often postulated monic and inversely stable�
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When performing the identi�cation of the system in �	�� it is classical to look for a
parametric dynamical model whose output prediction ��� will be made as close as possible
to the system output measurements� The model dynamics is chosen as

y�t� � G�q� ��u�t� �H�q� ����t� ��

where G�q� �� and H�q� �� are parameterized linear dynamics while ��t� �� stands for the
model prediction error� This prediction error� denoted ��t� ��� is identical to the deviation
between the system output and the prediction of the model output �y�t� �� that is written
as

�y�t� �� � H���q� �� �G�q� ��u�t� � �H�q� ��� 	�y�t�� ���

Note also that the N�O model dynamics� i�e� H�q� ��� is often restricted to be monic while
it has to be inversely stable for leading to a bounded model output prediction�

Now� given a set of I�O data measurements� i�e�

ZN
� � f�y�t�� u�t��� t � T� � �	� N �g�

and a particular choice of the model dynamics complexity� the prediction error methods
�see ��� as a reference book� intend to estimate the model parameters within the vector
� � D � Rn so that a particular measure of the prediction error sequence is minimized�
Note that the parameter vector subset D is usually related to stable predictor dynamics�
Then� let us introduce the zero�extension of this original measurement set as

ZN � f�y�t�� u�t��� t � T� and ��� ��� otherwiseg �
�

Thus� the estimated parameter vector associated to the time set T is written as follows �

���T � � argmin
��D

V ��� ZN � T � ��

for which the far most often used identi�cation cost function is

V ��� ZN � T � �
	

N

X
t�T

��m�t� ��

where �m�t� �� stands for the pre�ltered prediction error �signal� based on the data set
ZN � i�e� �m�t� �� � M�q���t� �� with M�q� denoting a stable pre�lter�
Note that� in case T � T�� the estimated parameter vector is the classical least square
�LS� prediction error estimate �with pre�lter M�q���

In this paper� we deal with the prediction error pre�ltering issue while analyzing the
impact of particular choices of the time set T �accordingly to the pre�lter M�q� and�
possibly� to �� on the results of the system identi�cation as presented above� More pre�
cisely� we show that� when this time set is extended from the original set� i�e� T�� to a set
for which the pre�ltered prediction errors are no more corrupted by �ltering edge e�ects�
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the identi�cation cost function becomes invariant over the class of pre�lters having the
same transfer function modulus� This invariance property obviously propagates to the
associated model parameter estimate� Furthermore� while restricting the time set T from
the original time set� it is possible to distinguish best pre�lters out of a given equivalent
pre�lter class� They are de�ned as the pre�lters for which the set of pre�ltered prediction
errors that are free from �ltering edge e�ects is the most extended�
Therefore� we proceed as follows� In Section �� we recall some properties of linear �lter�
ing as well as of �ltered signal energy� In Section 
� we apply these �ltering properties
to our prediction identi�cation framework� Then we derive the characterization of the
equivalent class of pre�lters �associated to appropriate times sets� over which the related
identi�cation cost function is invariant� In Section � we evaluate the deviation between
the di�erent identi�cation cost functions within such an equivalent pre�lter class� Then�
given pre�lters out of this class� we derive time sets that lead to �edge e�ect��free predic�
tion error sets� The accuracy of the corresponding parameter estimates gives rise to the
notion of best pre�lters out of that class� Finally� some simulations are given in Section �
in order to illustrate the obtained results�

� Some discrete time �ltering properties

In this section� we intend to recall properties of discrete time �ltering while putting into
light problems occuring with �nite length signals �	��

For the purpose of clarity� let us introduce our building blocks� There are three entities
we will be dealing with�
Firstly� the �in�nite length� sequence s� i�e� s � fs�t�� t � Zg with Z the set of integers�
constitutes the zero�extension of a �nite length sequence s�� i�e� s� � fs��t�� t � T�g� Its
samples satisfy

s�t� �

�
s��t� if t � T�
� otherwize

Secondly� the sequence s�T � is the zero�extension of the restriction of the sequence s to
the time interval T � Thus� its samples satisfy s�tjT � � s�t� for t � T and zero otherwise�
Obviously� for T � T�� we have s�T � � s�
In the sequel� such �in�nite length� sequence is also called a �signal� with reference to the
time argument� e�g� the signal s�t� for the sequence s�
Thirdly� the �lter F �q� has a Lf �length impulse response with real bounded coe�cients�
i�e�

F �q� � qdf
Lf��X
i��

fiq
�i ���

where df stands for a �nite delay corresponding to a df �forward time�shift operator�

Remark � This �lter formulation may also hold in case of a stable in�nite impulse re�
sponse �IIR� �lter provided its �e�ective� length is less than Lf with appropriate de�nition






of the delay df � i�e� F �q� � qdf
P

i fiq
�i and

Lf jfjfj�kj �
X

��i�Lf

f �i �
X
i

f �i

for any integer j provided jkj � Lf � The stability of the �lter implies that the most right
hand side of these inequalities is �nite� �

Now� let us evaluate the �ltered signals conformably to classical signal processing theory�
For simplicity� we �rst consider the �ltering of the signal s�t�� We have

sf �t� � F �q�s�t� �with abuse of notation�

�

Lf��X
i��

fi s�t� df � i�

Obviously� the sequence sf is still the zero�extension of a �nite sequence because sf�k� � �
for jkj large enough� In fact� we can state that

T � Tf � �	� df � N � �Lf � 	�� df � � sf �T � � sf

Thus� sf �T�� � sf only in the case df � � and Lf � 	 that corresponds to a trivial
dynamics for the �lter� i�e� F �q� � f��

In order to be complete� it is interesting to put into light the shortest time interval T � for
which the �ltering of the signal s�tjT �� by F �q� is identical to the corresponding signal
sf �tjT

��� As s�T�� � s and sf�Tf � � sf � the set T � is simply obtained by the union of
these two time intervals� This is stated in the following lemma�

Lemma � Let the signal s�t� be nonzero only for t � T� and let the �lter F �q� have a
�forward� delay df and a length Lf � Then�

T � T � � sf �tjT � � F �q�s�tjT �� 	 t � Z

where T � � �	� ��df�� N � ���Lf � 	�� df�� with ��x� � max��� x��

In Figure 	� we have drawn the di�erent time sets that appear in the derivations�
Note that the time set T � � T ��df � Lf � N� has the smallest number of elements when
df � ��� Lf� for which we have ��T �� � N � �Lf � 	��

With this result� we are ready to turn to energy considerations� Recall that the energy of
any �in�nite length� sequence is given by its ��norm square as ksk�� �

P
t�Z s

��t� where
the samples s�t� are indeed de�ned over the whole time domain�
Here� it is easily seen that ks�T �k� � ksk� for any T � T� while ksf �T �k� � ksfk� for
any T � Tf � Hence� by the de�nition of T �� we have

ks�T ��k� � ksk� and ksf�T
��k� � ksfk� ���





�r� r

	� df N � �Lf � 	�� df

r r

	 N

� r� r

�r

df df

Lf � 	

Figure 	� The time set T ��df � Lf � N� �thick line� in the case df � ��� Lf ��

The last step of our derivations is now to establish the link between the energy of the
�ltered signals and the characteristics of the �lter F �q� itself� Therefore� we use Parseval�s
identity relating the energy of any �in�nite length� sequence expressed in terms of its time
representation and of its z�transform representation �see e�g� �	� Chap� ��� It is written
as

ksfk
�
� �

	

��

Z �

��

jF �ej��j�jS�ej��j� d�

where S�z� �
P

t�Z s�t�z
�t stands for the z�transform of s�t� with z � ej�� Then� by use

of ���� we obtain

ks�T ��k�� �
	

��

Z �

��

jF �ej��j�jS�ej�jT ��j� d� ���

where S�zjT �� denotes the z�transform of s�tjT �� �identical to S�z���

In fact� this last relation constitutes the basis for the results that will be derived in the
next sections� Let us comment it in order to put into light its characteristics�


 This relation shows up two di�erent ways of expressing the energy of a signal� i�e�
sf �tjT �� for which the well�known edge e�ects due to �ltering has been removed by
the appropriate choice of the time set T � i�e� T � T ��df � Lf � N��


 In the right hand side of the Parseval�s identity ���� we recognize the square modulus
of the transfer function of the �lter F �q�� This means that this �lter character is
the basic issue for this relation to hold�


 As the modulus of the �lter transfer function� i�e� jF �z�j� is invariant under delay
operation� it is obviously seen that the �lter delay df only a�ects the time set
extension of any T � T ��df � Lf � N� �see Lemma 	��

As a partial conclusion� it is interesting to note that if two �lters� i�e� Fi�q� �for i � 	� ��
with delay di and length Lfi � have the same transfer function modulus then the energies
of the corresponding �ltered signals� i�e� sfi�tjT �� are identical provided an appropriate
de�nition of the time set T � i�e� T � T �

� � T
�
� with T �

i � T ��dfi� Lfi� N��

Finally� it is interesting to evaluate the impact of the edge e�ects due to �ltering within
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the original time set T�� More precisely� we intend to answer the following question� in
which set T lie the time instants for which the nontrivial samples of the signal sf are
found in the signal corresponding to the �ltering of the original ��nite length� signal s��t�
by F �q� disregarding its initial conditions� In fact� this time set T is the largest for which
the samples sf�t� are not in�uenced by the zero�extension we have imposed�
Therefore� the following result holds�

Lemma � Let the signal s�t� be nonzero only for t �� T� and let the �lter F �q� have a
�forward� delay df and a length Lf � Then�

T � T � sf �t� � �� t � T

where T � �	 � ���Lf � 	�� df �� N � ��df���

In Figure �� we have schematically drawn the time set T � T �df � Lf � N��

�� rr

	 � �Lf � 	�� df N � df

r r

	 N

� r� r

�r

df

df

Lf � 	

Figure �� The time set T �df � Lf � N� �thick line� in the case df � ��� Lf��

Note that it can be called the �edge e�ect��free time set� Furthermore� it has the largest
number of elements when df � ��� Lf� for which we have ��T � � N��Lf�	�� It obviously
depends on the length of the �lter�

� Prediction pre�lter equivalence class

In this section� we apply the result obtained in expression ��� to the prediction error
identi�cation cost function presented in the introduction� This will allow us to de�ne a
time set T �

p for which this identi�cation cost function� i�e� V ��� ZN � T �
p �� becomes invari�

ant under pre�lters� i�e� generically denoted M�q�� belonging to an appropriately de�ned
pre�lter class that we intend to characterize�

In the framework of least squares prediction error identi�cation� it is seen that the iden�
ti�cation cost function is nothing else but the mean energy of the pre�ltered prediction
error samples� i�e� �m�t� �� � M�q���t� ��� evaluated over a subset of the zero�extended
data set ZN � i�e�

V ��� ZN � T � �
	

N

X
t�T

��m�t� ��� ���
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Before elaborating on this expression� let us analyze the properties of the �lter that links
these pre�ltered prediction error �signal� to the samples taken from this data set�
First� as it appears from the expression ���� the prediction error �signal� originates from
the �ltering of the zero�extended input and output signals by the predictor dynamics�
More precisely� we have

��t� �� � H���q� ��y�t��H���q� �� G�q� ��u�t�

From this expression� let dp��� and Lp��� respectively denote the delay and the length
characteristics of the class of �lters �see the formal de�nition in ���� to which these two
prediction dynamics belong� Note that the causality of the model dynamics implies that
the delay is nonpositive� i�e� dp���  �� In fact� due to the monotonicity of the model
noise dynamics� this delay dp��� is zero whenever this dynamics is present�
Furthermore� the quantity Lp��� is identical to the length of the most extended impulse
response between that of �H���q� ��� and of �H���q� �� G�q� ��� at ��
Note that it is valuable to extend these two prediction �lter characters to a subset of the
parameter vector � set� i�e� D � Rn� This leads to

dp � �min
��D

jdp���j and Lp � max
��D

Lp��� � �

For example� in the case of ARX models� the delay dp cancels out while the length Lp

only depends on the model complexity� Indeed� if A�q� �� and B�q� �� denote the ARX
polynomials� i�e� H���q� �� � A�q� �� and �H���q� �� G�q� ��� � B�q� �� with B�q� �� having
a �negative� delay db� then it is easily found that

�Lp��� �� Lp � max�La� Lb � jdbj � 	�

where La and Lb are the numbers of parameters in A�q� �� and B�q� ��� respectively�

Secondly� the pre�ltered prediction error �signal� �m�t� �� is obtained by �ltering the above
prediction error �signal� ��t� �� by the �generic� pre�lter M�q� whose characteristics are a
delay d and a length L� say� In other words� the pre�ltered prediction errors are related to
the �zero�extended� input and output signals by global �lters F �q� that can be described
with a delay df and a length Lf respectively identical to

df � d� dp and Lf � L� �Lp � 	�

for any � � D�

Now� we are ready to apply the results derived in the expression ��� to the identi�cation
cost function in ���� This leads to the following theorem�

Theorem � Let the zero�extended data set ZN and the prediction �lter characters dp
and Lp �see expression � �� be given� Then� provided � � D and T � T �

p �L� with

T �
p �L� � �	� ��L� jdpj�� N � �L� Lp � �� � jdpj��

�



the quantity V ��� ZN � T � is invariant under pre�lters M�q� belonging to the equivalent
class M�L� jM j� de�ned as

M�L�X� �

�
M�q� � qd

L��X
i��

miq
�i

����� d � ��� L�� jM�z�j � X�z� for jzj � 	

�

where X�z� is a positive function over jzj � 	 that represents the modulus of the transfer
function of any pre�lter belonging to this class�

Proof� First� the pre�lters belonging to the equivalent class M�L� jM j� have characters
d and L with d � ��� L��
Then� with F��q� �� � M�q� H���q� �� and F��q� �� � M�q� �H���q� �� G�q� ���� we have
that

T �
p �L� � T

��dp � L� df����� Lf����� N� � T ��df����� Lf����� N�

as dp  �� dp  dfi���  L � dp and Lfi  L � �Lp � 	� �with i � 	� �� for any � � D�
This implies that

�m�t� �jT � � F��q� ��y�tjT �� F��q� ��u�tjT �

for T � T �
p �L��

Hence� the result in expression ��� can be applied� It straightforwardly yields

	

N

X
t�T

��m�t� �� �
	

�� N

Z �

��

jM�ej��j�

jH�ej�� ��j�
��Y �ej�jT ��G�ej�� ��U�ej�jT �

��� d�

where U�zjT � �resp� Y �zjT �� denotes the z�transform of the �in�nite length� sequence
u�T � �resp� y�T ��� The left hand side of this expression is identical to the identi�cation
cost function on the considered time set� i�e� V ��� ZN � T �� while its right hand side
is obviously invariant under pre�lters having the same transfer function modulus with
d � ��� L�� i�e� M�q� � M�L� jM j��

In Figure 
� we have depicted the time set T �
p �L� � T �

p �L� dp� Lp� N� for which the delay dp

�r� r

	� �L� jdpj� N � �L� Ld � �� � jdpj

r r

	 N

�r

� r

�r

�r

jdpj

L

jdpj

L� Lp � �

Figure 
� The time set T �
p �L� dp� Lp� N� �thick line� in the case jdpj  L�

is nonpositive� As mentioned above� this delay is zero whenever a model noise dynamics
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is present�

It is interesting to note that any linear phase non�causal pre�lter M�q� belongs to an
equivalent class M�L� jM j� that at least contains a causal pre�lter� provided the impulse
response length L is chosen appropriately� For example� if we considerM�q� � R�q�R�q���
to be a zero�phase non�causal pre�lter with R�q� a Lr�length causal �lter then M ��q� �
R�q�R�q� is a causal �lter having a ��Lr�	��length impulse response�� Thus� we obviously
have that these two pre�lters belong to M��Lr � 	� jRj���

As an immediate consequence of Theorem 
� the model parameter estimate resulting from
the minimization of the related identi�cation cost function� i�e�

���T � � argmin
��D

V ��� ZN � T � for T � T �
p �

inherits the invariance property over the equivalent class M�L� jM j� of prediction error
pre�lters�

Finally� let us consider the situation where the time set on which the identi�cation cost is
evaluated is identical to the original interval T�� Due to the fact that L 	 �� this means
that the invariance of this cost value with respect to pre�lters M�q� belonging to the class
M�L� jM j� does not hold anymore� Nevertheless� the time set T �

p �L� can still be used
as an intermediate for inferring the in�uences of such pre�lters onto the corresponding
identi�cation cost values�
It is actually seen that the possible di�erence between two such values becomes marginal
for increasing numbers of data measurements� Indeed� it is easy to derive that

V ��� ZN � T�� � V ��� ZN � T �
p �L���

	

N

X
t�T �

p �L�nT�

��m�t� ��

Obviously� the contribution of the second term in the right hand side has a relatively
decreasing impact on the cost value for increasing number of data because it remains
generated by a constant number of pre�ltered prediction error samples that is

!�T �
p �L�nT��  �L� Lp � �

This then implies that the identi�cation cost function is asymptotically invariant under
the application of pre�lters belonging to the same equivalent class� So will be the corre�
sponding model parameter estimates� i�e� ���T���
As a conclusion� we can mentioned that this is a well�known result from the frequency do�
main interpretation of the model parameter estimation while considering the asymptotic
situation of an in�nite number of data measurements ��� chap� ���

� These two pre�lters are easily implemented by use of �filtfilt� and by the double use of �filter�
�in Matlab� with the �lter R�q�� respectively�

 



� Best pre�lter within an equivalent class

The last part of the pre�ltering issue deals with the deviation between di�erent least�
squares estimates ���T � �from the minimization in ��� obtained while using pre�lters
belonging to the same equivalent class� i�e� M�q� � M�L�X�� say�

This issue is related to the question of the existence of a possibly best pre�lter given
an equivalent class� Actually� this question is rather tricky to answer because we must
state what best means under this pre�ltering issue� Here� we will consider the following
assumption as a starting point for the comparison between di�erent parameter estimates�

Assumption � There exists a monic �causal� pre�lter M��q� de�ning the equivalent class
M�L� jM�j� so that

G�q� ��� � G��q� as well as H�q� ��� � H��q�M��q�

for �� � D � R
n� �

This assumption refers to the fact that the system dynamics belongs to the pre�ltered
model set� In that case� the pre�lter M��q� can be seen as a priori known contributions
to the N�O system dynamics� e�g� pole locations�
Then� we may look for the pre�lter M�q� belonging to the equivalent class M�L� jM�j�
such that the corresponding model parameter estimate is the closest to �� in some sense�

First of all� it is important to note that some edge e�ects remain hidden in the origi�
nal identi�cation cost V ��� ZN � T��� By that we mean that we cannot pretend that the
restriction of the sequence �m��jT�� to the original time set� i�e� f�m�t� �jT��� t � T�g�
is a part of the sequence that would have been generated by an in�nitely long original
data set �except in case initial conditions are known when applying the pre�lter as well
as of the prediction �lters to the data measurements�� In fact� only a restriction of that
subsequence is"
With the help of Lemma �� we can state the following result whose proof is left to the
reader�

Theorem � Let the zero�extended data set ZN and the prediction �lter characters dp
and Lp �see expression � �� be given� Let the pre�lter M�q� have delay d and length L
with d � ��� L�� Then� provided � � D�

T � T p�d� L� � �m�t� �� � M�q�H���q� ���y�t��G�q� ��u�t��

����
i�c�

� t � T

where T p�d� L� � �	 � �L � Lp � �� � �d � jdpj�� N � ��d � jdpj�� and �ji�c�� means that
correct initial conditions are used in the prediction �lters and pre�lter application�

	�
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Figure � The time set T p�d� L� dp� Lp� N� �thick line� in the case jdpj  d �
��� L��

In Figure � we have represented the time set T p�d� L� � T p�d� L� dp� Lp� N� in the case
jdpj  d � ��� L�� Note that in this situation� the number of elements of this set is iden�
tical to ��T p�d� L�� � N � �L � Lp � ��� Hence� the smaller the length of the pre�lter�
the larger that number� Surprisingly enough� it is independent of the delays within the
prediction �lters and the pre�lters�

Now� let us evaluate the expectation �over the characteristics of the system white noise�
of the identi�cation cost function for this particular time set in situations where Assump�
tion 	 holds� It is shown that� provided the pre�lter is taken in the equivalent class
M�L� jM�j� with L larger than the length of the pre�lter itself� this expectation cost is
minimum at �� and its value only depends on the length of the time set corresponding to
the chosen pre�lter�
More precisely� the following results holds�

Theorem � Let the original data set ZN
� be given� Let Assumption 	 holds and the pre�

�lter M�q� �having a delay dm and a length Lm� belongs to M�L� jM�j�� Then� provided
� � D�

E�V ��� ZN � T p�m�� � E�V ���� Z
N � T p�m�� �

!�T p�m�

N

�

where T p�m � T p�dm� Lm� �for short� and 
� is the variance of the system white�noise�

Proof� for � � D� the expectation of the identi�cation cost function is written as

E�V ��� ZN � T p�m�� �
	

N

X
t�T p�m

E���m�t� ���

�
	

N

X
t�T p�m

n�
M�q�H���q� ���G��q��G�q� ���u�t�

��
� E

��
M�q�H���q� ��H�q� ���M

��
� �q�e�t�

��	o
because the system input and noise sequences are decorrelated� i�e� E�u�t�e�t�k�� � � for
all k� The �rst term in the last expression is minimum at �� for which it cancels out� The

		



second term is more tricky to analyze but it is also seen to be minimum at �� while using
the ergodic property of the system white�noise �in order to make the time set in�nitely
large� as well as the derivation in ��� p� ���� after getting to frequency domain�
As a consequence� the quantity E�V ��� ZN � T p�m�� is minimum at �� for which it is iden�
tical to

E�V ���� Z
N � T p�m�� �

!�T p�m�

N

�

This completes the proof�

For what concerns the model parameter estimate� we can mention that the classical asymp�
totic �in N� characterization of the statistical moments of the minimizing solution of
prediction identi�cation cost function ��� chap� �� � holds� That is to say that

lim
N��



V ��� ZN � T p�m�� E�V ��� ZN � T p�m��

�
� �

so that �
!�T p�m�

���� 

��T p�m�� ��

�
�� AsN���P� as N �� �	��

where P is a covariance matrix that is independent ofN and invariant under the equivalent
class M�L� jM�j� for any L � Lm�

With this result and Theorem  in mind� it is possible to answer the question relative to
the di�erent performance of pre�lters belonging to a particular pre�lter in M�L� jM�j�
with respect to the model parameter estimation�
This actually lies in the number of elements in the time set T p�dm� Lm�� As this number
increases for smaller Lm �provided jdpj  dm � ��� Lm�� no additional delay in M�q��� we
can state that pre�lters M�q� having shorter impulse response �e�ective� extents lead to
more accurate model parameter estimates in view of expression �	��� Then� we would say
that

the best pre�lter belonging to a given equivalent class is the one
whose impulse response has the shortest extent�

Of course� �nding this �best� pre�lter is an optimization problem that minimizes a time
domain character �its impulse response length� under a frequency domain constraint �its
transfer function modulus�� Furthermore� the pre�lter order is part of the optimization�

� Simulations

The aim of this simulation section is twofold�


 Illustrate the fact that the time set T �
p �L� derived in Theorem 
 leads to model

parameter estimates ���T �
p �L�� that are invariant under the use of pre�lters M�q�

belonging to the same equivalent class� i�e� M�L� jM j��

	�




 Demonstrate the expression for the accuracy of the model parameter estimate
���T p�m�� i�e� minimizing solution of V ��� ZN � T p�m� de�ned over the associated �edge
e�ect��free time interval T p�m� for pre�lters M�q� having di�erent impulse response
�e�ective� length in case M��q� � 	 in Assumption 	�

Therefore� the system dynamics is chosen as

�	� 	�� q�� � ��� q��� y�t� � �	 � ��� q��� u�t� 	� � e�t�

which is an ARX dynamics� The input signal is a pseudo�random binary sequence having
values in the set f�	� 	g while the system noise process is a Gaussian white�noise with
variance 
� � ���	� The original data set ZN

� containing N � 	��� I�O measurements�
The model dynamics is chosen as a ��� �� 	��ARX structure so that the true parameter
vector is identical to �� � ��	��� ���� 	� ����T �in order to satisfy Assumption 	 with
M��q� � 	�� The number of parameter of this model structure is n � � Note that any
prediction �lter has a delay dp that is zero and a length Lp that is identical to

Lp � max�La� Lb � jdbj � 	� � max�
� �� � 


independently of � because of the ARX structure�

First� we consider the application of two di�erent pre�lters belonging to the same class�
These pre�lters are de�ned as follows� Let R�q� be a �th order Butterworth �lter with
a cut�o� frequency identical to ��� times the half sampling frequency�� Then� the two
pre�lters are M��q� � R�q�R�q��� �being zero�phase non�causal� and M��q� � R�q�R�q�
�being causal�� respectively� The impulse response of these two pre�lters are given in Fig�
ure �� The corresponding equivalent class isM�L� jRj�� with L chosen as an upper�bound
for the �e�ective� extend of these two impulse responses� Under a tolerance identical to
	����� we take L � ���� For what concerns the pre�lter delay� the zero�phase property of
M��q� implies d� � L�� while the causality of M��q� imposes d� � ��
Now� the time set T �

p �L� is evaluated as

T �
p �L� � �	� ��L� jdpj�� N � �L� Lp � �� � jdpj� � ���	 � 	��	�

for L � ���� The estimation of the model parameter estimate� i�e� ���T �
p �L��� correspond�

ing to the application of the pre�lter Mi�q� is denoted ���p�i and is evaluated by use of
an ARX routine that does not take care of the edge e�ects generated by the predictor
dynamics �as these have been eliminated by the extension of the data set�� We obtain the
following estimates�

���p�i � ��	��		� ������� 	���
� ��� ��T with i � 	� �

for which we �not surprisingly� have computed k���p�� �
���p��k� � ���� 	���� "

� This refers to the Matlab command �butter��	� 
����
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 � ��� or � �����

To get more illustrative results� we can vary the length L without changing the pre�lters�
For example� de�ne a reference model parameter estimate� denoted �r for either pre�lter
as the vectors ���p�i become closer to one another for increasing L� while taking L very
large� Then� for di�erent values of L� we can evaluate the deviation between the model
parameter estimates ���p�i �according to such L� and that �r� i�e� k��

�
p�i � �rk� as a function

of L� The result is depicted in Figure � for �r taken as the average between the two ���p�i
for L � ���� This is a semilog�plot that re�ects the exponential decaying of the impulse
responses of the pre�lter used� It is also interesting to note that the causal pre�lter� i�e�
M��q�� generates less edge e�ects when L 	 �� This is due to the fact that this pre�lter
has a shorter impulse response �e�ective� length for a given tolerance�

To end with this part of the simulations� we can mention that if the two pre�lters do not
belong to the same equivalent class then the deviation between the two model parameter
estimates really depends upon the system noise by classical asymptotic formulas� For
example� if we take M	�q� � R�q� as a pre�lter then we obtain k���p�i� �rk� � ��		�	 	���

for L � ���� Obviously� this result has nothing to do with the preceding deviations"

The second part of our simulations deals with the statistical moments of the model pa�
rameter estimate ���T p�dm� Lm�� while taking care of removing the edge e�ects that are
present when evaluating the pre�ltered prediction errors related to the original data set
ZN
� �

In order to satisfy Assumption 	� let the reference pre�lter be M��q� � 	 that leads to an
equivalent class of pre�lters identical toM�L� 	� for a given L� Thus� the system dynam�
ics belongs to the pre�ltered �by M��q�� model structure� i�e� the corresponding model
parameter vector is ��� The result derived in Section  stipulates that if the pre�lters
belong to that equivalent class� the statistical moments of the associated estimates are
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Figure �� Impulse response of the all�pass �lter Q�q��

asymptotically expressed by formula �	��� To illustrate this result we will consider three
causal pre�lters generated by a reference causal and all�pass �lter denoted Q�q�� These
pre�lters are

M��q� � 	 M��q� � Q�q� M��q� � Q��q�

while the �lter Q�q� is chosen as

Q�q� �
����	� � q�	

	� ���	� q�	

whose impulse response is presented in Figure �� For a tolerance 	����� the �e�ective�
length of this impulse response is Lq � 	��� The length of the di�erent pre�lters is simply
L� � 	� L� � Lq and L� � �Lq � 	� respectively� These lengths will be used in the
evaluation of the corresponding �edge e�ects��free time sets� i�e�

T p�i � �	 � �Li � Lp � ��� �d� jdpj�� N � ��d� jdpj�� � �Li � �� N �

as d � � and Lp � 
� over which the identi�cation cost function Vi��� Z
N � T p�i� is de�ned�

Finally� the minimizing solution of this cost function is denoted ��p�i whose statistical
moments are given in the expression �	��� i�e� no bias with respect to �� and a variance
that only depends on the number of elements in the corresponding time�domain set� i�e�
!�T p�i� � N � Li � 	�
In order to compute these moments� we have performed �� Monte�Carlo simulations of
the data set ZN

� for a given input signal� For each experiment� we have computed the
model parameter estimates ��p�i� The results are presented in Table 	 where we have shown

the statistical moments of �p�i � �!�T p�i��N ���� ��p�i� Obviously� this table completely
validates our derivations� no bias and variances inversely proportional to the number of
�edge e�ect��free data in the corresponding time set� i�e� !�T p�i��

	�



i � 	 �

kBias��p�i�k
�
� 
�
�		 	��
 ��
�
 	��
 � 
� 	��


Var��p�i� �� ��	 	��� �� �
� 	��� �� ��� 	���

MSE��p�i� �� �  	��� �� �� 	��� �� ��� 	���

Table 	� Statistical moments of the normalized� model parame�
ter estimates �p�i 
 ���T p�i��N ���� 	�p�i with respect to ���

	 Conclusions

In this note� we have address the issue of the use of pre�lters in prediction error identi�ca�
tion methods� We �rst have derived equivalent classes of pre�lters whose characteristics
are essentially to have identical transfer function moduli� That is to say that the phase of
the pre�lter transfer functions does not play any particular role in the model estimates�
In other words� the pre�lter causality is not an issue for characterizing the equivalent
class� i�e� given a noncausal pre�lter� one can always �nd an equivalent causal pre�lter
that will lead to the same parameter estimate for the identi�ed model�
On the other hand� beyond an equivalent class� we have advocated for a best pre�lter
which is the one whose impulse response has the shortest �e�ective� extend�
It thus appears that the problem of �nding such a best pre�lter given a particular func�
tion transfer modulus is an optimization problem that mixes frequency domain constrains
with time domain length minimization�
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